Sensitivity of next-generation sequencing assays detecting oncogenic fusions in plasma cell-free DNA.
Plasma genotyping represents an opportunity for convenient detection of clinically actionable mutations in advanced cancer patients, such has been well-documented in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Oncogenic gene fusions are complex variants that may be more challenging to detect by next-generation sequencing (NGS) of plasma cell-free DNA (cfDNA). Rigorous evaluation of plasma NGS assays in the detection of fusions is needed to maximize clinical utility. Additional plasma was collected from patients with advanced NSCLC and ALK, ROS1, or RET gene fusions in tissue who had undergone clinical plasma NGS using Guardant360™(G360, Guardant Health). We then sequenced extracted cfDNA with a plasma NGS kit focused on known driver mutations in NSCLC (ctDx-Lung, Resolution Bioscience) with cloud-based bioinformatic analysis and blinded variant calling. Of 16 patients assayed known to harbor anALK, ROS1, or RET in tumor, G360 detected fusions in 7 cases, ctDx-Lung detected fusions in 13 cases, and 3 cases were detected by neither. Of the 7 fusions detected by both assays, G360 reported lower mutant allelic fractions (AF). In cases missed by G360, tumor derived TP53 mutations were often detected confirming presence of tumor DNA. Raw sequencing data showed that inverted or out-of-frame variants were overrepresented in cases detected using ctDx-Lung but not by G360. Focusing on complex, clinically actionable mutations using tumor as a reference standard allows for evaluation of technical differences in plasma NGS assays that may impact clinical performance. Noting the heterogeneity of fusion sequences observed in NSCLC, we hypothesize that differences in hybrid capture techniques and bioinformatic calling may be sources of variations in sensitivity among these assays.